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MACRO
Seeing things from a different perspective is 
fascinating to me. Getting up close and seeing 
the little details we usually miss out on is what 
makes macro photography fun. I never knew 
that the wheel of a toy car or the ridges of my 
keys could look so cool!





PORTRAITS

Getting the right lighting when taking photos of people can be difficult. 
The time of day, the weather, the location, and the tools you use all play 
a big part in how your photo is going to turn out. Experimenting with 
different lighting techniques using reflectors, diffusers, strobes, flashes, 
and photo editing is a great way to get a better understanding of how 
light works and how to use it for your benefit in your portraits.







CREATIVE

My favorite things to take picture of are 
things that make me laugh. Things that I 
like. I like hot sauce. I love music. I think 
a fake horse standing in front of a public 
restroom sign in Peru is funny. These are 
the things I like to photograph. Stuff. Toys. 
Objects. Whatever makes me smile.







Shooting sets of related images 
can be fun, but my favorite photos 
are standalone images. Pictures of 
random things I took out of the 
back of my car, or pictures of junk 
I have laying around. Whatever 
catches my eye. There doesn’t have 
to be a point to it, or a “why.” If it 
looks cool, that’s all you need.



VICTOR HEMSLEY

contact

email: vhemsley98@gmail.com
facebook: facebook.com/cheerios4u98

My whole life I’ve always been very interested in expressing myself 
through art. When I was young, I expressed myself through drawings. 
As I got older I dabbled in animation, as an aspiring cartoonist. A few 
years later I switched gears completely and focused on music. I wrote, 
recorded, and performed original songs, and it seemed like I had found 
what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. Fast forward a few more years 
and I’m doing something completely different once again as I experi-
ment with cameras, both in video recording and still image photography. 
Taking photos is fun, but I’m happiest sitting behind a computer, editing 
and touching up my photos after I’ve already taken them. Creativity has 
always been the biggest part of my life. If I’m not creating something, I’m 
not happy. The photographs in this book make me happy, and sharing 
them makes me proud.




